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States that pass a Permitless Carry law suffer from a 22% increase in gun homicide for
the three years after the law’s passage, more than doubling the 10% increase for the
country overall.
What are Permitless Carry laws?
Permitless Carry (sometimes referred to as Constitutional Carry) laws allow individuals to carry loaded,
concealed handguns in public areas without first going through a background check, obtaining a license, or
undergoing any training.1

What are the impacts of Permitless Carry laws?
GVPedia has analyzed CDC data from states with Permitless Carry laws that have at least three years of data
available. Our analysis found that States that pass a Permitless Carry law suffer from a 22% increase in
gun homicide for the three years after the law’s passage, more than doubling the 10% increase for the
country overall in the same
time period.2
The CDC does not directly
provide data for states with
fewer than 10 incidents in a
year, but when GVPedia
included those states are in
our analysis, gun homicide
increased by 36% in states
that allow Permitless Carry.3,4
This chart shows the average
percentage change of gun
homicides in the years before
and after states passed
Permitless Carry laws, versus
the average national
percentage change in gun homicides during the same time periods. The analysis focuses on the three years
before and after the law’s passage in each state, as all of the states included have CDC data available for every
year during those time periods.
In particular, Kansas, Mississippi, Missouri, and West Virginia saw substantial increases in gun homicides after
passing Permitless Carry.5
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What does the academic research say about Permitless Carry?
There are sixty-five national level academic studies, the plurality of which show that weakening laws that
prohibit Permitless Carry, often referred to as concealed carry laws, increase crime. Of the thirty-five most
recent academic studies (since 2005) on this topic, twenty-three (66%) find that weakening concealed carry
laws increases crime. Only five studies since 2005 (14%) show a decrease in crime.6
The majority of academics who have published research since 2005 on concealed carry laws support the
conclusion that violent crime increases when such laws are weakened.7
●
●
●

Seven academics published work that found a decrease in crime
13 published work showing no effect on crime, and
46 published work showing an increase in crime

Further, in a July 2014 Harvard Injury Control Research Center survey of concealed carry laws that was
completed by 140 researchers, the majority of researchers agreed that more permissive concealed carry laws
have not reduced crime rates.8

What does the public think about Permitless Carry laws?
A 2017 poll from Johns Hopkins found that 83% of gun owners agreed “… that a person who can legally carry a
concealed gun should be required to pass a test demonstrating they can safely and lawfully handle a gun in
common situations they might encounter.”9

Which states have passed Permitless Carry laws?
By the end of 2021, 21 states had some form of permitless carry: Alaska (2003), Arizona (2010), Arkansas (2013),
Idaho (2016), Iowa (2021), Kansas (2015), Kentucky (2019), Maine (2015), Mississippi (2015), Missouri (2017),
Montana (2021), New Hampshire (2017), North Dakota (2017), Oklahoma (2019), South Dakota (2019),
Tennessee (2021), Texas (2021), Utah (2021), Vermont (since founding), West Virginia (2016), and Wyoming
(2011).10
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Common Permitless Carry Disinformation
The following talking points are commonly circulated during debates about Permitless Carry laws. This portion
of the Factsheet provides a summary of the disinformation and the factual information that refutes it.
Disinformation:
An analysis of states that have passed Permitless Carry conducted by Dr. Carl Moody claims there is a
statistically significant drop in murder rates after states pass Permitless Carry, as well as decreases in police
killings and firearm homicide.11
Facts:
GVPedia and its colleagues were unable to independently replicate Dr. Moody’s analysis. When GVPedia uses
the same methodology as Dr. Moody to analyze publicly available data from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention’s WONDER database, GVPedia finds that firearm homicide rates increase by at least 22% after 3
years, versus a 10% increase for the United States as a whole over the same time period. Overall homicides
and gun deaths also increase substantially relative to the rest of the country.12
Disinformation:
Most studies show that weakening concealed carry laws reduces violent crime.13
Facts:
The conclusion that permitless carry and weakening concealed carry laws will help reduce crime is based on
an error-filled analysis by researcher John Lott. He misclassified at least two studies and included results of
studies that aren’t about concealed carry laws. He included studies with severe errors, relied on heavily
outdated research, and failed to include twenty-three national level studies analyzing the impact of concealed
carry laws.
When these errors are corrected, a sizable majority of the modern academic literature finds that weakening
concealed carry laws increases violent crime.14
Disinformation:
Concealed carry permit-holders are “incredibly law-abiding,” meaning they couldn’t be responsible for an
increase in violent crime.15, 16
Facts:
These arguments often rely on inaccurate data that show that gun permits are rarely revoked, indicating that
the holders are law abiding. However, multiple investigations reveal that the data is fatally flawed. For
example:
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A 2011 investigation of two large Michigan counties uncovered that 77% and 79%, respectively, of
●
permit holder convictions went unreported, meaning that many permit holders who should have had their
permits revoked did not.17
A 2011 investigation of North Carolina permit revocation data discovered that, in more than half of
●
felony convictions, authorities failed to revoke or suspend permits.18
These investigations demonstrate that at the very least, revocation data cannot be relied on to determine
whether concealed carry permit holders are law-abiding. Further, Permitless Carry removes the requirement
to pass a background check before carrying a concealed handgun, thereby removing an important safeguard
in ensuring that people carrying firearms are law-abiding.
Disinformation:
Permitless Carry helps people protect themselves with a firearm, which already occurs 2.5 million times each
year. Such defensive gun uses are 4-5 times more common than gun crimes.19
Facts:
No academic peer-reviewed studies that examine both defensive gun use and criminal gun use indicate that
defensive gun use is more common than criminal gun use.20,21
Empirical evidence from the Gun Violence Archive reveals approximately 2,000 verified defensive gun uses
annually, not 2.5 million.22 In 2019 alone, approximately 40,000 people in the U.S. were killed by firearms, tens
of thousands were injured, at least 200,000 firearms were stolen, and hundreds of thousands of people were
subject to abusive gun uses such as coercion, threat, brandishing, or intimidation.23 The comparison shows
that guns are far more likely to be used to harm than to protect.
Disinformation:
Defensive gun use is the most effective way to prevent injury and benefits populations that are especially
vulnerable to violent crime.24
Facts:
Research from Harvard University shows that when a person tries to use a gun to defend themself against a
criminal, their likelihood of injury is almost identical to if the person didn’t take any kind of defensive
measure.25 In fact, using a gun in self defense has a higher injury rate than if the person runs away or calls the
police. Specifically, the Harvard study found that people who used a gun in self defense suffered injuries in
10.9% of encounters, whereas people who did nothing suffered injuries in 11% of encournaters. Surveys
conducted by Havard scholars also found that a majority of self-reported defensive gun uses were both illegal
and provided no social benefit.26 The vast majority of academic research clearly indicates that gun
ownership does not reduce a person’s rate of victimization.27
Recommended Reading:
Clarifying Misinformation in NYSRPA v Bruen Amicus Briefs, GVPedia
Weakening gun laws will only mean more bloodshed, Devin Hughes and Po Murray in the Orlando Sentinel
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